Present simple passive

Exercise 3. Use the words to make sentences in the passive voice. ________

Major environmental problems

produce | too much waste | in developed countries

cars | big cities | block

cover | plastic bags and bottles | beaches

on roads | find | millions of dead animals | every year

pollute | air | factories and vehicle exhausts

cut down | in South America and Asia | rain forests

fill | water | toxic pollutants

see | can | on the climate | the human influence

overpopulate | our planet

do | about it | nothing
Answer key

Exercise 3

Too much waste is produced in developed countries.

Big cities are blocked by cars.

Beaches are covered with plastic bags and bottles.

Millions of dead animals are found on roads every year.

Air is polluted by factories and vehicle exhausts.

Rain forests are cut down in South America and Asia.

Water is filled with toxic pollutants.

The human influence on the climate can be seen.

Our planet is overpopulated.

Nothing is done about it.